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Oliver Lavecot and Aleksander Tracgyk, juniors majoring in business, get instructions about posting resumes online from Margaret Wilkes, a career consultant,

Clarissa Aijentera

Tuesday at the Career Center. Wilkes helps students search for jobs by instructing
them on how to use the Career Center’s Web site and critiquing students’ rØsumØs.

The SJSU Career Center presents:
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days of searching for jobs with a
The
newspaper in the left hand and a red
pen in the right could be on the brink
of extinction.
For student job seekers today, there are
other options available in addition to newspapers, such as the Internet, career fairs
and San Jose State University’s Career
Center. The Career Center boasts job related-workshops, drop-in advisement and a
job and internship bank that is partnered
with JobTrak. JobTrak formed a partnership with the SJSU Career Center to help
students find jobs and employers find
workers, according to their Web site.
"JobTrak is one of the best places for
SJSU students to find jobs," said Teresa
Law, a SJSU alumna.
Johnny Zhong, a mechanical engineering student, used the Career Center last
summer when he wanted to look for an
internship.

HE GREAT
JOB
HUNT
’They were pretty helpful. I found an
internship last year at an engineering
firm," said Zhong, a senior.
The Career Center isn’t the only option

for those in search of a new job.
Senior Bonnie Wong has used the
Internet newspaper for extensive job
searches looking at company Web sites

along with the Career Center.
"I would go to the web site of the company and look for open positions to fulfill
my field," said Wong, an electrical engineering major. "Along with that, I would
learn more about the company if I wanted
to try and interview there."
Aside from job and internship search,
the Career Center Web site also offers a
rØsumØ bank, in which students can keep
up to 10 different rØsumØs since most students have multiple interests according to
Lina Melkonian, assistant director of the
center.
"Electronic rØsumØs are different than
traditional ones," Melkonian said. Searches
on electronic rØsumØs are performed via
keyword, and it could be loaded with jargon words that highlight attributes of a
person.
"Searches can be done on names of languages or items related to a specific career
or names of companies," said Melkonian.

See

Spring schedule
on SJSU Web site
Michelle Jew
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Admissions and Records is
always busy at the beginning of
the semester.
The excess of people gives it a
warm, used smell, the smell of too
many people packed in like herd
animals, breathing in the same
stale air tinged with perfume and
boredom.
Students are impatient and
irritable, complaining loudly to
others nearby and into their cell
phones about the long wait, while
on a far wall a lone sign above the
computers proclaims "In Line?
Go Online."
Students could possibly save a
trip to Admissions and Records
by visiting the San Jose State
University Spring 2000 schedule
online at www.info.sjsu.edu.
"The most important feature of
the sight is that students can
apply for services over the Web
without having to fill out special
paperwork at the office," said Dea
Nelson, associate director for
Student
Outreach
and
Recruitment.
Many of the functions provided by Admissions and Records
can now be done from the comfort
of your own home via the

Mar; Matnonoto /
Spartan Daily

Dea Nelson
Associate director
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Don Gage, chair
of the Board of
Supervisors of
Santa Clara
County, speaks at
the State of the
County address
Thursday at the
County
Government
Center Building.
Gage’s three
main points were:
"Be accountable,
be responsive
and make a difference"

"The most important feature of the
site is that students can apply
for services over
the Web."

Internet.
Through links on the main
Web site, students can access current and past grades, register for
classes, apply for admission to
the university, apply for financial
aid and view a list of the most
common student holds, such as
unpaid student fees.
Julie Hanhan, a freshman
biology major, used the Web site
to register for classes this semester and said she would; "definitely recommend it, it’s so much easier."
Registering for the ELM/EPT,
math and English placement

Careers,

Gage stakes out plan for County
Donna Carmichael
DAILY SENIOR

STAFF WRITER

While President Bill Clinton addressed the
nation with his State of the Union speech
Thursday night, County Supervisor Donald F
Gage gave his State of the County address, which
was anything but unfocused.
Gage, a County of Santa Clara supervisor
elected in 1997, took over as chairman of the
county’s Board of Supervisors on Jan. 11.
The chairman is nominated for a one-year
term, and the nomination rotates among the
supervisors.
The speech centered on a three-pronged approach
to serving the people of Santa Clara county.

"Be responsive, be accountable, make a difference," Gage said.
He said his focus would remain the same as it’s
always been: Cover the basics, plan for the future
and cultivate good employees.
"My issues aren’t always fancy or exciting, but
they’re consistent," he said.
The supervisor the crowd of about 400 family, friends, county employees and constituents,
who packed into the board chambers of the
County Government Center at 70 West
Hedding.
Gage, known for his warm, informal approach
and love of talking with his constituents
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Although it involves the environment, campus climate does
not refer to humidity, temperature or any type of weather on
campus.
Instead, the meaning of climate for San Jose State
University in this context deals
with the institutional learning
more specifically,
environment
those aspects of the learning
atmosphere that accommodate or
inhibit student’s ability to grow
personally and academically.
Mosaic, the multicultural center at SJSU, in collaboration with
the Campus Climate Advisory
Committee, is currently seeking
proposals for funds supporting
campus climate events for the
2000-2001 academic year, according to Raji Pannu, the director of
Mosaic.
Ruey-Fong
Jang said she
really MOSAIC
enjoyed an
that quick hits
event
featured
Mexican
dancing last What:
MOSAIC is the
semester.
just campus multi"I
by cultural center,
walked
and I thought which strives to
it was pretty ensure a learngood," Jang ing atmosphere
"The that allows a
said.
instruments student to grow
were personally and
they
playing, the academically.
and
music
the clothes Events:
very The center has
were
featured
interesting."
wish Mexican danc"I
they would ing, dedicated a
more week to Gay and
have
cultures like Lesbian awareVietnamese ness and supincluded ported speakers
because there on campus
many
are
(Vietnamese) Contact info:
students on The center has its
campus," she own office on the
third floor in the
said.
The climate, Student Union,
committee and can be
was formed in reached by phone
November at ( 408)924-6255.
1995. Chosen
from a broad
group of students, staff, faculty
and administration, the committee represents SJSU’s diversified
campus population, Pannu said.
Gabriel Reyes, the assistant to
the president for campus climate,
said the student population has
drastically changed since he
attended the university.
"There were very few minorities on campus when I was at San
Jose State; now, there is no majority," Reyes said.
Because the population has
become more diversified, it was
crucial for the university to
develop a program to give students a broad exposure the
existing cultures on campus,
according to Reyes said.
Freshman Maurice Hines
said he is interested in many different cultures, especially his
own.
"Definitely I’d like to see my
(African -American),"
culture
Hines said. He said he also
would like to see Latino and
Filipino events on campus.
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Rocker’s shades of racism
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Stupid, immature
ideas unacceptable,
suspension not enough

Pitcher’s racist views
no different from
any other U.S. citizen
Rocker, a relief pitcher for
john
the Atlanta Braves, threw
some pretty nasty stuff 1
before the American public last
December in an interview with
Sports Illustrated.
It wasn’t necessarily bad stuff; it looked
ugly, very ugly, and it stank like garbage.
And my goodness, from behind the safety of their chairs and sofas, from behind
their newspapers, magazines, joysticks
and knitting needles, everyone in
America began holding their noses
and pointing at the garbage as it lay
DAILY STAFF WItITElt
strewn out on the floor.
Quick, a crime had been committed, and a trial must be held, all cried.
A judgment must be rendered, and the
justice must be swift, they agreed. A
kangaroo court of sorts. An incredible
amount of sound and ink has splashed
about since. Pushing aside the backwash for
a moment, let’s look at the facts:
Rocker "the man," is a 6 foot-4-inch, 225
pound, 25-year-old closer fin- the Atlanta Braves -with a 95-mph fastball and an unhittable slider who sealed a 1-0 win over the New York Mets in game
3 of the National League Championship series.
Rocker "the Idiot" continued the "trash-talk," which
began during the National League Championships, in
Sports Illustrated, including comments that were insensi
t ive and even worse for all to see.
Whether he deals with what lies behind those opinions is
his business. Laws are in place if he decides to act on those
opinions.
Major League Baseball has rendered its verdict by suspending Rocker for 28 days at the start of next season as well as fining him $20,000. Rocker gave his take on what it would be like
to play for a New York team.
"I would retire first. It’s the most hectic, nerve-racking city. Imagine having to take the
(Number 7) train to the ballpark, looking like you’re (riding through) Beirut next to some kid.
with purple hair, next to some queer with AIDS, right next to some dude who just got out of
jail for the fourth time, right next to some 20-year-old mom with four kids. It’s depressing."
Rocker then gave his view on New York itself
"The biggest thing I don’t like about New York are the foreigners. I’m not a very big fan of
foreigners. You can walk an entire block in Times Square and not hear anybody speaking
English. Asians and Koreans and Vietnamese and Indians and Russians and Spanish people
and everything up there. How the hell did they get in this country?"
But what do such comments mean? Is Rocker racist’? Perhaps he is a bigot. He is in a way,
in a David Letterman sort of way, funny. His comments are bitter and acerbic, but true to life
and no different than the views held by millions of Americans across the country.
We all can redo, 1 to what he says.
Even though his views are ugly, Rocker is a human and no different than you
or I. Where his personal opinions and attitude can only be conjectured. Rocker
claims he is not racist or a prejudiced person, only that certain type of
people "bother" him.
/:--- \,
That is a tune we all know real well.
Yet this is America, where last I checked, all citizens are guaranteed the
right to express their opinion. You or I may not agree with those opinions,
much less like them, but as long as John Rocker stays within the law, he
can say what he likes.
What the Constitution does not guarantee Rocker, however
which can be seen in the light of his recent suspension is a paycheck.

His comments
are bitter and
acerbic, but
true to life and
no different
than the views
held by millions
of Americans
across the
country.

tj" ohn Rocker should
be punished, if only
for being a big,
dumb idiot.
Most people have
the
about
heard
Atlanta Braves pitcher
and his now infamous
interview in Sports
Illustrated.
In it he spouted off,
insulting just about
everybody who is not like him
that is. a redneck.
Asked if he would ever join a New York
team, Rocker replied he would never
do such a thing because he doesn’t
want to ride the No. 7 train to
Shea Stadium.
"Imagine sitting next to some kid
with purple hair, next to some queer
with AIDS, right next to some dude
who just got out of jail for the fourth
time, right next to some 20-year-old mom
with four kids," Rocker said.
He then mentioned that it sucks to walk
for an entire block through Times Square
among "a bunch of foreigners who can’t
even speak English."
Included on the list of nationalities that
annoy him are Koreans, Vietnamese;
Indians, RussiggiAaapaniards.
"The biggest-Thinird-On’t like about New
York are the foreigners," Rocker said. "How
the hell did they get in this country?"
I’ve got news for him The same way
you got here, buddy.
On a boat or a plane or some form of
migration, but believe me, your people were
not the first ones here. So stop acting like you
own the place.
"I’m not a racist or prejudiced person," Rocker said. "But certain people bother me."
Yeah, everyone. We call that racism where I come from.
The Major League ordered Rocker to undergo psychological tests, and just yesterday he was suspended for 73 days and fined $20,000. His suspension starts
with the opening of spring training, meaning he will miss the first 28 days of the
season.
He has also been ordered to undergo sensitivity training.
"Major League Baseball takes seriously its role as an American institution and the
important social responsibility that goes with it," Baseball Commissioner Bud Selig
said. "Mr. Rocker should understand that his remarks offended practically every element of society and brought dishonor to himself, the Atlanta Braves and Major League
Baseball."
I completely agree with Selig’s decision, but I think it should have come much earlier,
perhaps the day after the article came out.
Having him psychologically tested was useless.
I’m no shrink, but I’ll tell you right now, he doesn’t have psychological problems; he
just doesn’t know when to shut his fat mouth.
He also should have been fined more, considering ESPN estimates his
salary to be between $200,000 and $300,000. If he were to be
fully punished, they would just dock his pay by $50,000.
Why should he take any suspension seriously if he’s still
making money for being a fool?
Illustration by loseph Orlando

I’m no shrink,
but I’ll tell you
right now, he
doesn’t have
psychological
problems, he
just doesn’t
know when to
shut his fat
mouth.

Erik Anderson is a Spartan Daily Staff Writer

Erin Mayes is a Spartan Daily Staff Writer

Talking Heads

Do most Americans agree with Rocker?

"(don’t think most Americans
feel the way he does. I think his
way of thinking is really ignorant and his comments are
really sad."

"(think the majority of
Americans have some sort of
racism in them, but they hide it
because the year 2000 calls for
open-mindedness."

Martha Zemede
electrical engineering

"I don’t think that his comments reflect the belief of
Americans who have been
exposed to diverse groups."

Mike Bugliarello
biology

Sabrina Prior
Senior
physiology and Spanish

"I’d like to think our generation is more open than Rocker."

Amanda Schirrmacher
Junior
hospitality management

Compiled by Nadeen Sarkis and photos by Sebastian Widmann

"Absolutely not. Most
Americans are open-minded."

David Ruiz
Graduate Student
Mexican American studies

"Most Americans are racist
even if they don’t admit it"

Johnny Johnson
Sophomore
communicatiofl
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Proposition 22 encodes discrimination into California law
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alifornia voters have the
chance to take a stand for
what’s right
not to mention restore my faith in them
when they join me in voting No on
Proposition 22, the Protection of
Marriage Initiative.
The proposition, if passed,
would not protect the institution
of marriage but label it exclusive
to heterosexuals.
I don’t know how the word protection got confused with discrimination, but we won’t need to
quibble over terminology if voters
would just do what’s right, and
vote against this proposition.
Passing the proposition would
mean that not only will gays continue to be denied access to marriage in this state, but same-sex
marriages performed in other
states will not be considered legal
in California.
The proposition intends to stifle the rights of a large group of
by
the American population
adding one simple sentence to the
California Family Code.
"Only marriage between a man

Jeff was the
and a woman is valid or recog- the stupid mistakes I’ve made
thirty-something
nized in California."
homosexual my
OK
in the past were
mom had hired
So, only the rights of heterosex- just that: misthe year before.
uals are valid.
takes. They do
They had become
Only the government can rec- not define who I
friends.
am today or the
good
ognize love.
What they might
Only voters can approve rela- values I live by,
have had in comtionships.
as my personal
mon to establish a
evolve
In the Yes on Proposition 22 lit- ethics
friendship mystierature one of the main objectives with my experified me: He was
is to send "a clear and positive ences.
gay, after all.
message to California’s children
There are,
Jeff made
about the future of families: however, stingINcLUDELT
CONGENIALITY NOT
my mom a
Marriage should be preserved for ing memories
of cookies
batch
what it is: An irreplaceable union of my past that
for her birthday
between a man and a woman."
do make me
Yes.
feel ashamed when they emerge or Christmas or some such occaWe need to teach California’s from their hiding places in my sion that’s irrelevant now. The
instance that’s stored in my mind
psyche.
children intolerance.
Teach them narrow-mindedWhen I was fifteen, my mom and sometimes comes out to
made me go to work in the video haunt me is how I reacted to his
ness.
Teach them not to accept what store she part-owned and man- kindness to my mom.
I chastised her for actually eatis different from traditional estab- aged.
The idea of a regular income
ing the cookies.
lishments.
I suggested she get an AIDS
Teach them shame is in homo- no matter how small made the
test immediately. I threw what
job worthwhile.
sexuality, not discrimination.
But the idea of working with was left of his token of friendship
There are very few things in
my past that I’m ashamed to Jeff on a regular basis horrified in the garbage to prevent the rest
of my family from being contamiadmit. A few years ago, I resolved me.
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I3o you want to be a Resident Advisor? How about an Assistant
Conference Manager? Or a Administrative Assistant? What about
a Peer Advisor for Residential Computing? Or even someone
who Focuses on All Cultural Experiences of Students? Then apply
to be In student staff member of University /lousing Services.
Applications are located in the OHS Office in Joe West Flail
or on the web at http://housing.sjsu.edu
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Research gave
him a future

Jeff was normal. He was no different than any other human
being with the possible exception he was kinder and more compassionate and more tolerant
than most.
At very least, he deserved the
same respect and acceptance that
heterosexuals take for granted.
When I realized this during my
fifteenth year, I discovered the
unforgiving taste of shame,
chased with guilt.
It is not my place, or the government’s to decide, realize or discover that homosexuals have the
same inalienable rights as everyone else. The rights are theirs,
whether we decide so, or not.
To say we will only recognize
the institution of marriage when
it’s between a man and a woman
is depriving homosexuals of rights
they are already guaranteed.
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nated by his homosexuality.
My stomach, as well as my
heart, ache when I remember how
ignorant, judgmental and cruel I
was. Adolescence is no excuse for
my behavior.
How I thought and acted can
not be shrugged off as juvenile
mistakes.
I can not resolve to rationalize
this away. I can not bury it with
forgotten, insignificant memories.
I can, however, thank my mom.
as I recognize it
Her plan
now
worked. She put up with
my attitude toward homosexuals
until I was old enough to get a
worker’s permit.
Rather than just objecting to
my opinion of gays, which I’m sure
she knew would only strengthen
my convictions, she put me to
work. I worked with Jeff on a regular basis, and thankfully, my
bias against his orientation melted away.
My idea that it was OK to
ridicule homosexuals turned into
embarrassment over my stupidity
and callousness.
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Rocker’s shades of racism

esbfirie eie)looR
Stupid, immature
ideas unacceptable,
suspension not enough

Pitcher’s racist views
no different from
any other U.S. citizen
Rocker, a relief pitcher for
John
the Atlanta Braves, threw
some pretty nasty stuff
before the American public last
December in an interview with
Sports Illustrated.
It wasn’t necessarily bad stuff; it looked
ugly, very ugly, and it stank like garbage.
And my goodness, from behind the safety of their chairs and sofas, from behind
their newspapers, magazines, joysticks
and knitting needles, everyone in
America began holding their noses
and pointing at the garbage as it lay
DAILY STAFF WRITElt
strewn out on the floor.
Quick, a crime had been committed, and a trial must be held, all cried.
A judgment must be rendered, and the
justice must be swift, they agreed. A
kangaroo court of sorts. An incredible
amount of sound and ink has splashed
about since. Pushing aside the backwash for
a moment, let’s look at the facts:
Rocker "the man," is a 6 foot-4-inch, 225
pound, 25-year-old closer for the Atlanta Braves
with a 95-mph fastball and an unhittable slider
who sealed a 1-0 win over the New York Mets in game
3 of the National League Championship series.
Rocker "the Idiot" continued the "trash -talk," which
began during the National League Championships, in
Sports Illustrated, including comments that were insensi
live and even worse for all to see.
Whether he deals with what lies behind those opinions is
his business. Laws are in place if he decides to act on those
opinions.
Major League Baseball has rendered its verdict by suspending Rocker for 28 days at the start of next season as well as fining him $20,000. Rocker gave his take on what it would be like
to play for a New York team.
"I would retire first. It’s the most hectic, nerve-racking city. Imagine having to take the
(Number 7) train to the ballpark, looking like you’re (riding through) Beirut next to some kid,
with purple hair, next to some queer with AIDS, right next to some dude who just got out of
jail for the fourth time, right next to some 20-year-old mom with four kids. It’s depressing."
Rocker then gave his view on New York itself.
"The biggest thing I don’t like about New York are the foreigners. I’m not a very big fan of
foreigners. You can walk an entire block in Times Square and not hear anybody speaking
English. Asians and Koreans and Vietnamese and Indians and Russians and Spanish people
and everything up there. How the hell did they get in this country?"
But what do such comments mean? Is Rocker racist? Perhaps he is a bigot. He is in a way.
in a David Letterman sort of way, funny. His comments are bitter and acerbic, but true to life
and no different than the views held by millions of Americans across the country.
We all can relate to what he says.
Even though his views are ugly, Rocker is a human and no different than you
or I. Where his personal opinions and attitude can only be conjectured. Rocker
claims he is not racist or a prejudiced person, only that certain type of
people "bother" him.
That is a tune we all know real well.
Yet this is America, where last I checked, all citizens are guaranteed the
right to express their opinion. You or I may not agree with those opinions,
much less like them, but as long as John Rocker stays within the law, he
can say what he likes.
What the Constitution does not guarantee Rocker, however
which can be seen in the light of his recent suspension is a paycheck.

His comments
are bitter and
acerbic, but
true to life and
no different
than the views
held by millions
of Americans
across the
country.

ohn Rocker should
be punished, if only
for being a big,
dumb idiot.
Most people have
the
about
heard
Atlanta Braves pitcher
infamous
now
and his
Sports
in
interview
Illustrated.
In it he spouted oft
about
insulting just
everybody who is not like him
that is, a redneck.
Asked if he would ever join a New York
team, Rocker replied he would never
do such a thing because he doesn’t
want to ride the No. 7 train to
Shea Stadium.
"Imagine sitting next to some kid
with purple hair, next to some queer
with AIDS, right next to some dude
who just got out of jail for the fourth
time, right next to some 20-year-old mom
with four kids," Rocker said.
He then mentioned that it sucks to walk
for an entire block through Times Square
among "a bunch of foreigners who can’t
even speak English."
Included on the list of nationalities that
annoy him are Koreans, Vietnamese:.
Indians, RussivifbAgiapaniards.
"The biggestiVnirdon’t like about New
York are the foreigners," Rocker said. "How
the hell did they get in this country?"
I’ve got news for him
The same way
you got here, buddy.
On a boat or a plane or some form of
migration, but believe me, your people were
not the first ones here. So stop acting like you
own the place.
"I’m not a racist or prejudiced person," Rocker said. "But certain people bother me."
Yeah, everyone. We call that racism where I come from.
The Major League ordered Rocker to undergo psychological tests, and just yesterday he was suspended for 73 days and fined $20,000. His suspension start.
with the opening of spring training, meaning he will miss the first 28 days of the
season.
He has also been ordered to undergo sensitivity training.
"Major League Baseball takes seriously its role as an American institution and the
important social responsibility that goes with it," Baseball Commissioner Bud Selig
said. "Mr. Rocker should understand that his remarks offended practically every element of society and brought dishonor to himself, the Atlanta Braves and Major League
Baseball."
I completely agree with Selig’s decision, but I think it should have come much earlier,
perhaps the day after the article came out.
Having him psychologically tested was useless.
I’m no shrink, but I’ll tell you right now, he doesn’t have psychological problems; he
just doesn’t know when to shut his fat mouth.
He also should have been fined more, considering ESPN estimates his
salary to be between $200,000 and $300,000. If he were to be
fully punished, they would just dock his pay by $50,000.
Why should he take any suspension seriously if he’s still
making money for being a fool?
Illtotrellion by Joseph Orlando

I’m no shrink,
but I’ll tell you
right now, he
doesn’t have
psychological
problems, he
just doesn’t
know when to
shut his fat
mouth.

Erik Anderson is a Spartan Daily Staff Writer.

Erin Mayes is a Spartan Daily Staff Writer

Talking Heads

Do most Americans agree with Rocker?

"I don’t think most Americans
feel the way he does. I think his
way of thinking is really ignorant and his comments are
really sad."

"I think the majority of
Americans have some sort of
racism in them, but they hide it
because the year 2000 calls for
open-mindedness."

"I don’t think that his comments reflect the belief of
Americans who have been
exposed to diverse groups."

"I’d like to think our generation is more open than Rocker."

’Absolutely not. Most
Americans are open-minded."

"Most Americans are racist
even if they don’t admit it"

Amanda Schirrmacher
Martha Zemede
electrical engineering

Mike Bugliarello
biology

Sabrina Prior
Senior
physiology and Spanish

Junior
hospitality management

Compiled by Nadeen Sarkis and photos by Sebast ian Widmann

David Ruiz
Graduate Student
Mexican American studies

Johnny Johnsori
Sophomore
communicatiori
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Proposition 22 encodes discrimination into California law
C alifornia voters have the
chance to take a stand for
what’s right
not to mention restore my faith in them
when they join me in voting No on
Proposition 22, the Protection of
Marriage Initiative.
The proposition, if passed,
would not protect the institution
of marriage but label it exclusive
to heterosexuals.
’.
I don’t know how the word protection got confused with discrimination, but we won’t need to
quibble over terminology if voters
would just do what’s right, and
vote against this proposition.
Passing the proposition would
mean that not only will gays continue to be denied access to marriage in this state, but same-sex
marriages performed in other
states will not be considered legal
in California.
The proposition intends to stifle the rights of a large group of
the American population
by
adding one simple sentence to the
California Family Code.
"Only marriage between a man

and a woman is valid or recognized in California."
OK.
So, only the rights of heterosexuals are valid.
Only the government can recognize love.
Only voters can approve relationships.
In the Yes on Proposition 22 literature one of the main objectives
is to send "a clear and positive
message to California’s children
about the future of families:
Marriage should be preserved for
what it is: An irreplaceable union
between a man and a woman."
Yes.
We need to teach California’s
children intolerance.
Teach them narrow-mindedness.
Teach them not to accept what
is different from traditional establishments.
Teach them shame is in homosexuality, not discrimination.
There are very few things in
my past that I’m ashamed to
admit. A few years ago, I resolved

the stupid mistakes I’ve made
in the past were
just that: mistakes. They do
not define who I
am today or the
values I live by,
as my personal
ethics
evolve
with my experiences.
There are,
however, stinging memories
of my past that
do make me
feel ashamed when they emerge
from their hiding places in my
psyche.
When I was fifteen, my mom
made me go to work in the video
store she part-owned and managed.
The idea of a regular income
no matter how small made the
job worthwhile.
But the idea of working with
Jeff on a regular basis horrified
me.
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Research gave
him a future

nated by his homosexuality.
My stomach, as well as my
heart, ache when I remember how
ignorant, judgmental and cruel I
was. Adolescence is no excuse for
my behavior.
How I thought and acted can
not be shrugged off as juvenile
mistakes.
I can not resolve to rationalize
this away. I can not bury it with
forgotten, insignificant memories.
I can, however, thank my mom.
Her plan as
I recognize it
now worked. She
put up with
my attitude toward homosexuals
until I was old enough to get a
worker’s permit.
Rather than just objecting to
my opinion of gays, which I’m sure
she knew would only strengthen
my convictions, she put me to
work. I worked with Jeff on a regular basis, and thankfully, my
bias against his orientation melted away.
My idea that it was OK to
ridicule homosexuals turned into
embarrassment over my stupidity
and callousness.

Jeff was normal. He was no different than any other human
being with the possible exception he was kinder and more compassionate and more tolerant
than most.
At very least, he deserved the
same respect and acceptance that
heterosexuals take for granted.
When I realized this during my
fifteenth year, I discovered the
unforgiving taste of shame,
chased with guilt.
It is not my place, or the government’s to decide, realize or discover that homosexuals have the
same inalienable rights as everyone else. The rights are theirs,
whether we decide so, or not.
To say we will only recognize
the institution of marriage when
it’s between a man and a woman
is depriving homosexuals of rights
they are already guaranteed.
Margaret Bethel is the
Spartan Daily
Co -Executive Editor.
"Congeniality Not Included"
appears Wednesdays.
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Jeff was the
thirty -something
homosexual my
mom had hired
the year before.
They had become
friends.
good
What they might
have had in common to establish a
friendship mystified me: He was
gay, after all.
made
Jeff
MOM
a
my
batch of cookies
for her birthday
or Christmas or some such occasion that’s irrelevant now. The
instance that’s stored in my mind
and sometimes comes out to
haunt me is how I reacted to his
kindness to my mom.
I chastised her for actually eating the cookies.
I suggested she get an AIDS
test immediately. I threw what
was left of his token of friendship
in the garbage to prevent the rest
of my family from being contami-
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Do you want to he a Resident Advisor? How about an Assistant
Conference Manager’? Or a Administrative Assistant? What about
a Peer Advisor for Residential Computing? Or even someone
who Focuses on All Cultural Experiences of Students? Then apply
to be a student staff member of University Housing Services.

Applications arc located in the UHS Office in Joe West Hall
or on the web at http://housing.sjsu.edu
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Applications arc due February 14. 2000 CO 4p.m.
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FORTUNE 500 COMPANY
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Marketing Representatives
Earning potential
$10.00-$16.00/hr
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Monday - Friday
Get Experience now with a
Fortune 500 Company!!
’Signing bonus $250.00
ask for details
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Spartan Bookstore has what you need:
The best selection of new and USED textbooks.
Real people to answer your questions.
Change your mind? Buy the wrong book?
Au you need is your receipt to get a refund.
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Kendall Mercer,
a Spartan water
polo player,
grabs the ball
before a visiting
Santa Clara
University player
snatches it up
The Spartans
won 16-2
Saturday at the
Aquatic Center

Waterproof
Spartans
open season
with sweep
Erin Mayes
DAILY" STAFF WRITER

The sun was shining and the
air was crisp when the women’s
water polo team won its first two
games of the season Saturday at
the Aquatic Center.
"I think we played as well as
the weather," assistant coach
Matt Anderson said.
The San Jose State University
played Santa Clara University
and UC Santa Cruz consecutively
in a matter of two hours.
There were no first-day jitters
for the Spartans as they trounced
Santa Clara and Santa Cruz with
scores of 16-2 and 18-2 respective"We were very excited," said
Jassamyn Grewal, who scored a
total of five goals.
One came against the Banana
Slugs of Santa Cruz in the
Spartans’ final match of the day.
At the end of the third period,

Grewal netted a goal as the last
few seconds on the clock expired.
However, at that point the contest
was trivial as the cohesiveness of
the Spartan team resulted in a 121 lead.
"We just play well together,"
Grewal said.
Indeed they do. The differences
between SJSU and the two other
teams were apparent.
The Spartans made teamwork
look like art, tossing the ball back
and forth as they made their way
toward the goal.
They faked out opposing
goalies on almost every shot, ending each game as a rout.
"I think we had a lot of speed
and communication," freshman
Allison Kurvers said.
Kurvers scored two points in
each game, with her last two in
the fourth period against the
Banana Slugs.
The Spartans scored seven
goals in the second period against
Santa Clara’s Broncos, with
sophomore Irina Fedoseyeva and
Neva West each scoring two.
Fedoseyeva scored three goals in
each game. Her total in both
matches of six led all of the day’s
scorers.
Senior Liz Garcia helped out,
scoring two goals against Santa
Cruz as well as one against Santa

Clara. Junior Cassie Rawdin
scored a total of three goals, as did
senior Dottie West.
The Spartans had a 10-1 lead
over the Banana Slugs by halftime.
"I think our players are a little
more experienced," coach Lou
Tully said about his squad, which
consists of eight juniors and three
seniors.
The Spartans return to action
Saturday when they host UC
Davis at 11:00 a.m, in the Aquatic
Center before traveling to UC San
Diego for a tournament Feb. 1113.
Tully said he sees the early
competition as a tool for the
Spartans to gear up for the season
ahead.
"They’re very good competitors
for us," Tully said. "Those are the
games that pretty much let you
know where you’re going."
Saturday’s Scores

Santa Clara
Spartans
Photos by
Kohjiro Kinno /
Spartan Daily

Santa Cruz
Spartans

12
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Diane Goldman, a first semester fitness instructor at San Jose State University, conducts a body toning class in the Event Center Tuesday. The fitness facilities at SJSU are open to students with a valid
tower card. Staff members can also use the center when they pay a fee of $4 per day, $50 per
semester or $150 annually.

Gymnasts
take a fall
in meets
Staff Report
The San Jose State University
gymnastics team returns home
Friday looking for its first win of
the young season.
The Spartans 10-21 lost their
second match of the season
Friday at the University of
Arizona by 194.025 to 188.100.
Freshman Danielle Albright
turned in a high scoring performance on the vault when she
landed a 9.750, her best this season. Junior Tracy Cheshier also
set a career high of 9.650 on the
uneven bars.
The Spartans also dropped
their first contest of the year at
UC Davis.
In the Jan. 16 match, Albright
also turned in a strong performance with a 9.7 on the vault and
a 9.55 on the uneven bars.
Albright and sophomore Tasya
Talbot both had a 9.75 on the balance beam, and Talbot had a
9.775 on the floor exercise.
Albright was awarded the allaround title with a 38.350.
The Spartans host UC Davis
at 7:30 on Feb. 4 in the Spartan
Gym in Uchida Hall

Need a GE elective?
Try these cool classes for spring:
Metr 10. Weather and Climate
GE "Earth and Environment - B I"
0930(sect DI) MWF
1030(sect 02) MW
(sect 03) TR
0900 sect 04) TR
10301200(sect 05) TR
(sect 80) Now Online!
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Metr 112 - Global Climate Change
GE "Advanced GE - R"
(sect Dl) TR
(sect 02) MW

1030 -1145
1330 -1445

Metr 113 - Atmospheric Pollution
GE "Advance GE -R(sect ()I )TR

AS Business Office
Main Floor of Student Unir
Weekly Hours: 9am to 4piti

1330- 1445

For more information contact the Meteorology Department at:
924-5200 or http://metsunl.sjsu.edu
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SJSU sailing without captains
Spartans win
despite losing
two veterans
Franklin Leiva
DAILY SENIOR STAFF WRITER

Tony James, former Spartan baseball player, connects with the ball
at the Alumni game Saturday at the Municipal Stadium. James, now

OM%

The Spartan baseball team
notched a victory against its
alumni but suffered an unfortunate loss in the form of an injury
In the top of the second inning
with two outs, San Jose State
University
outfielder
Rob
Douglass and third baseman Tony
with
each
other
Tognetti collided
while chasing a foul ball down the
left field line during Saturday’s 82 exhibition game victory at
Municipal Stadium.
Douglass was still injured as
the Spartans opened their regular
season Tuesday at Santa Clara
University. Tognetti faired better
as he was able to return to the
Spartan lineup in SJSU’s 4-1 victory
Spartan
infielder
Brian
Stream expressed concern after
watching two of the team’s senior
captains on the ground after the
collision.
"My heart just went down to
my stomach," Stream said. "Two
of our captains just ran into each
other, and if they get hurt pretty
bad, that’s a real downer to our
team."
The two players stayed down
for several minutes as they were
Kohjiro Kinno / Spartan Daily
both being attended by team perwith the Boston Red Sox organization, and his fellow alumni lost to the sonnel at the side of the foul line.
They both remained in the game
current team 8-2.
but were taken out of the shortly
after.
"You just had two guys going
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Make ARifference
by running for

Associated Students
Government,
STEP #1
Pick up a candidate application currently available In the
Associated Students Government Office
f3rd Floor, Student Union).

STEP #Z
fittend a ifiwilithity
orientation session:
February 9th, 5:38-7:00pm
In the Pacifica Room,
Student Union or
February 10th, l2:80-1:30pm
in the Council Chambers,
Student Union.

full speed after a baseball," head
coach Sam Piraro said. "It was an
unfortunate collision, and you just
hate to see this happrn."
Douglass was x-rayed for a possible broken wrist and Tognetti
complained of bruised ribs along
with difficulty breathing.
"Douglass was in a lot of pain,
and even if it’s not a fracture and
only a sprain, it could be weeks
before he can return," Piraro said.
Saturday, before he was sidelined, Douglass put the 2000
squad in front with a bases
loaded, three-run double in the
bottom of the first inning.
Douglass then scored on Adam
Shorsher’s single to make it 4-0.
That was all the Spartans
would need as six of their pitchers
held the alumni to two runs.
The 2000 squad scored three
runs in next three innings and
added one more in the six, thanks
to a RBI groundout by Brandon
Macchi.
Starting pitcher Steve Murphy
was credited with the win, and
alumni Mil Pompa got the loss.
One of the highlights of the
game was seeing former Spartan
pitching ace Vince LaCorte
who is now a member of the
Anaheim Angels organization
working against his former teammates in the fourth inning.
"It feels great to come back and
play against some of the guys who
were with me last year," said
LaCorte, who allowed two hits
and an earned run. "It was a lot of
fun to come out here and play a
friendly game.r
Despite the injuries to his players, coach Piraro remains confident of having a solid team entering the season’s first week of play.
"We think that if we have some
guys who have career years, we
can contend in the WAC," Piraro
said.
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We realize we don’t have to waste your time explaining the virtues of the Internet. Let’s just say
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Sheriff protects the buried Careers
laNMERER, Wyo. (API
Sheriff’s Detective Steve Rogers’
beat consists of hundreds of miles
of remote, frozen terrain.
From his patrol plane high
above it’s hard to spot any danger
to him, let alone the public.
But Rogers has received death
threats at kis unlisted home telephone number and seen a ’wanted’
poster of him, offering $40,000 for
his capture. One day, he found his
two housecats on the front porch,
their necks broken.
"I guess I’m too dumb to be
scared off," Rogers said.
This isn’t the dirty work of drug
dealers or mob goons. On Rogers’
beat, it’s fossil thieves.
Hidden by the vastness of the
West, thieves plunder the ground
of fossils valued by scientists for
their portraits of prehistoric times.
Police say fossils are sold worldwide on a burgeoning black market. Commercial fossil dealers contend police exaggerate the problem
and argue more public land should
be open for digging. Since the
1980s, commercial and scientific

groups have clashed over how to
manage fossils on public land.
Moves in Congress to open up the
land to commercial interests have
stalled, as have efforts by scientists
to protect fossils more extensively.
As a pilot and investigator for
the Lincoln County Sheriff’s
Department, Rogers flies over an
arid expanse of small towns and
brush-dotted plains where, 50 million years ago, tropical and subtropical plants and animals thrived
along two freshwater lakes.
If he sees suspects below, Rogers
contacts officers in four-wheel drives for backup. Rogers flies over
the area whenever he can, between
several times a week or once a
month, depending on weather and
tips from informants.
When he is on the ground, he does
a little bit of everything, including
handling drug cases and car thefts.
The Green River Formation, as
Rogers’ beat is known, draws
worldwide interest from scientists
and commercial dealers because of
its abundant, well-preserved
marine specimens.

MOSAIC

als to the center emphasizes the
need for diversity and multiculturalism.
The application says the main
goal of a campus climate event is
to bring together diverse communities and to advance the university’s campus climate environment.
SJSU President Robert L.
Caret spoke of these goals in his
inaugural address on October 6,
1995.
"We will develop living and
learning environments that
applaud the diversity we reflect
and build unity from that heterogeneity," Caret said. "We are
a campus that is a model for the
nation in its diversity with no
majority population, but in contrast, with hundreds of populations living, working and growing together. We must continue
to serve as that model."

continued from page)

Luz Barajas, a junior, said that
she would attend any cultural
event if she had the time.
The program was given
$10,000 of the university’s budget to support speakers, symposiums, colloquiums or events
that increase the knowledge of
the University’s community on
race relations and diversity,
Mosaic said.
SJSU has been very supportive of numerous minority events
that included a lecture on racial
climate in the ’50s and ’60s, by
former
Spartan
track
runners,like Tommie Smith.
Mosaic also had a week dedicated to gay and lesbian awareness.The application for propos-

continued from page]

In addition to sending
resumes, students can also post
them on the Web.
Students should be picky
where
they
send
them,
Melkonian suggested.
"They (students) should
choose judicially where to post.
For example, most people who
contact SJSU are interested
with students," Melkonian said.
Places to send or post
rØsumØs, as well as searching
for jobs shouldn’t just be limited to online or newspaper classifieds, Melkonian said.
"Students today need to communicate both ways. For some
careers, online is better, but the
trend seems to be paperless,"
Melkonian said.
"It is not just about posting,
but sending via e-mail, you can
up your chances of being able to
transmit to employers in that
industry," she said.
With certain employers only
posting on the Internet and
others only posting via newspaper, the classified section could
be considered old-fashioned,
Law said.
"Newspapers are the way of
the past, primarily because it is
very expensive to place an ad.
Larger companies will post listings on their Web sites," said
Law who instructs a careers
and lifestyles class at Mission
College.
"Online is great because it is
24/7, and print you sort of have
to wait and it is obsolete quickly," Law said.
Even though there are many
options for employees and
employers, they shouldn’t rule
out networking.
"Tell your neighbors, friends,
family and stop by the Career
Center," Law said. "People get
jobs through networking and
people like to refer someone
they know. It’s all about who
you know."

Associated Stu

Irene Peck, an on-campus recruitment coordinator, gives a speech during an on -campus recruiting workshop Tuesday at the Career Center. The

Rika Manabe / Spartan Daily
workshop was held for graduating students majoring in engineering, computer science and management information systems.
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Get the right books at the right
price - right now.
Spartan Bookstore has the books
you need for all your classes.
Plus, you can get other great stuff,
like computer products, school supplies,
SJSU T-shirts, snacks, and more.
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www.spartsmshops.carm
Applications are located in the
Student Financial Aid Office or
AS Government Office
Student Union Room 360
For more information contact
Julie Jimenez 408.924.6073
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tests, and information regarding
the Writing Skills Test, WST, can
be found in the testing section of
the site.
Graduating students need not
fill out petitions at the
Admissions and Records office
instead they can visit www.csumentor.edu and submit the application online at their convenience.
Senior Raelen Gallegos, an
administration of justice major,
said she would use the Web site to
register for classes if she had a
computer, but that she’d probably
use the computers in Clark
Library to apply for her graduation this May.

Along with regularly updated
police service, parking situation
reports and an accurate calendar
of information and events with a
guide for academic advising, the
site also provides information on
summer, winter, open university,
special sessions and online education.
For more information, the
Admissions and Records office
has brochures and flyers posted
in the entry near the carts of
forms.
If utilized, the Web site could
cut down on the traffic through
Admissions and Records, saving
students time and energy, Nelson
said. Of course you can always do
things the old fashioned way and
stand in line, fighting for breath
in a stuffy room, or you could register online in your pajamas
your choice.

Univeisity
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Coloring on bumpy ground

$
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New breast cancer study out
CHICAGO (AP)
Young
women with breast cancer associated with two genetic mutations may
live years longer by having their
healthy breast and their ovaries
removed, a study found.
The study was an analysis of
women with gene mutations known
as BRCA1 and BRCA2, which were
identified a few years ago and are
known to raise the risk of breast
cancer so much that some women
with the flaws have had their
breast and ovaries removed before
any sign of disease.
The study, led by Dr. Deborah
published
in
Schrag
and
Wednesday’s Journal of the
American Medical Association, is
based on a statistical analysis
rather than on real patients, and
looks at women in early stages of
breast cancer.
It does not advocate surgery. It
notes that some women may be
more concerned with sexual and
reproductive function and selfimage than with gaining a few
years in life expectancy.
"For others, taking maximum
steps to reduce the risk of a terrify-

mg outcome such as ovarian cancer
may result in a psychological benefit that outweighs even a very small
survival benefit," the researchers
wrote.
The findings are designed to
ease the decisions faced by women
who carry the mutations.
Between 5 percent and 10 percent of the estimated 175,000 cases
of breast cancer diagnosed annually are linked to the mutations,
according to the American Cancer
Society. Many women don’t discover
they carry the mutations until they
have been diagnosed with breast
cancer. Dr. Lynn Hartmann, a cancer specialist at the Mayo Clinic,
said there is very little hard data on
the benefits of preventive surgery
for such women.
Because women who carry the
mutations have a high risk of developing breast and ovarian cancer,
some healthy women have chosen
to have their breasts or ovaries
removed just in case. Ovary
removal may help guard against
breast cancer because it curbs production of estrogen, which encourages tumor growth.

Mari Matsumoto / Spartan Daily

Senior Olivia Deguzman (left), and junior Lisa Delao collect the
texture of the ground with black crayon and newsprint paper as
part of their Multicultural Arts for Children class. The class meets
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from 8 a.m. to 10:50 a.m. Tuesday and Thursday in the Art
Building. The class’ assignment was to go out and collect a variety
of textures around the San Jose State University Art Building.
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Chicano Commencement
Weekly meeting at 7 p.m. every
Wednesday in the Student Union
Almaden room. For more informs dl Celeste at 259-5630 or
Aleiandra at 971-7942.

of the Student Life Center. For more
information, call Thien at 322-6093.

Alpha Kappa Delta Phi
Bowling and ice cream at 7 p m.
Meet by the Seventh Street Plaza
fountain. For more information, call
Linda at 924-8363.

Student. SJSU
A.S. 55 nomination forms are
now available in the A.S.
Government Office, located on the
third floor of the Student Union.
Deadline to turn in nominations in
March 10 For more information,
call Maria Murphy at 924-6240.
Associated

Asian American Christian
Fellowship
Welcome day at 7:30 p.m. in the
Student Union, Pacifica room. For
more information, call Eli at (510)
770.1903.
Library Donations and Book
Sales
Ongoing book sale from 10 a.m.
to 4 p.m. on the 4th floor of Clark
Library, Room 408. For more information, call the Acquisitions
department at 924-2705.

Associated Students SJSU
A.S. scholarship applications are
’low available in the AS
Government Office, located on the
third floor of the Student Union or
in the Financial Aid office Deadline
is March 15. For more information,
call Maria Murphy at 924-6240.

A.S. Election Board
Candidate applications are currently available in the A.S.
Government Office. For more information, call Claire Hargreaves at
924-5955.

M.E.Ch.A.
Weekly meeting at 3 p.m. every
Wednesday in the Chicano Resource
Center For more information, page
Migoela Rodriguez. at 383-6475.

Vietnamese Student Association
Vietnamese New Year preview
from 11:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. in front

Pi Aloha Phi Fraternity
Basket ball and barbecue night at
-

State

University

G

7 p.m. in front of the Student
Union. For more information, call
Carl (510) 917-6796.

Today

Jose

Re-entry Advisory Program
(REAP)
Brown bag lunch welcome to
SJSU and Y2K party from noon to
1:30 p.m. in the Student Union,
Pacheco Room. For more information, call Jane Boyd at 924.5950.
Thursday
Eating Disorder Support Group
Sponsored by SJSU Counseling
Services and the SJSU Student
Health Center from 3 p.m. to 4 p.m.
every Thursday in the
Administration building, Room 222.
For more information, call Nancy
Black at 924-6118.
Hillel Silicon Valley
Hebrew and must -see television
night at 7 p.m. at the Hillel House.
For more information, call Arlene
Miller at 286-6669.
Alpha Kappa Delta Phi
Exchange with the brothers of Ft
Alpha Phi at 7 p.m. Meet by the
Seventh Street Plaza fountain. For
more information, call Linday at
924-8363.

Pi Alpha Phi Fraternity
Exchange with the sisters of
Kappa Delta Phi at 7 p.m. Meet in
front of the Student Union. For
more information, call Carl 15101
917-6796.
Vietnamese Student Association
First semester meeting from
4:30 p.m. to 5:30 p.m. in the
Student Union, Almaden room. For
more information, call Thien at 3226093.
Library Donations and Book
Sales
Ongoing book sale from 10 a.m.
to 4 p.m. on the 4th floor of Clark
Library, Room 408. For more information, call the Acquisitions
departments at 924-2705.
A.S. Election Board
Candidate applications are currently available in the A.S.
Government Office. For more information, call Claire Hargreaves at
924-5955.
Delta Sigma Pi Business
Fraternity for Men and Women
Meet the chapter, get to know
Delta Sigma Pi at 7 p.m. in the
Student Union, Costanoan room.
For more information, call Lan

Sunday
Resident Adviiiers
Service learning fair from 7 p.m
to 8:30 p.m. in the Dining
Commons. For more information.
call Joy at 924-8141.
Hillel Silicon Valley
Super Sunday at 9 a.m. at the
San Jose Federation. For more
information, call Arlene Miller at
286.6669.

Friday
A.S. Election Board
Candidate applications are currently available in the A.S.
Government Office. For more information, call Claire Hargreaves at
924-5955.
Hillel Silicon Valley
Bioethics Shabbat at 7 p.m. in
the Hillel House. For more information, call Arlene Miller at 286-6669.
Pi Alpha Phi Fraternity
Get together and barbecue at
7 p.m. Meet in front of the Student
Union. For more information, call
Carl at (510) 917-6796.

Hillel Silicon Valley
Miriam’s group goes to Triton at
12:30 p.m. Meet at the Hillel house
for car pooling. For more information, call Arlene Miller at 286-6669

Sparta Guide is provided free of charge 3tudents, faculty and staff The deadline for
entries is noon, three days before the desired
publication date. Entry forms are available in
the Spartan Daily Office. Space restrictions
may require editing of submissions. Entries
are printed in the order in which they are
received

Saturday
Pi Alpha Phi Fraternity
House party at 9 p.m. at 567
South Eighth St. For more information, call Carl (510) 917-6796.
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The San Jose State University
Film Club
Film presentation: Alfred
Hitchcock’s "Vertigo" at 9 p.m. in
Sweeney Hall, Room 100. For more
information, contact
anemia _xisurghotmail.com.
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exercise through bicycle commuting
register now at Associated Students
Business Office in the Student Union
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Trek aral Penns paragons

Transit Access
Program
Free for all Students
365 days of bus and light rail access
with validated tower card ID
service for faculty and staff $25/6 months
Free ADA paratransit service

SJSU
Carpool
share driving costs
make new friends
preferred parking at 7th street garage
match lists with SJSU students, faculty, and staff

Traffic a ,),1 Parking Operations
Park and Ride Lot
located at South 7th A Humboldt Street
FREE Parking from Jan 26-Feb11 at the Park and Rlde Lot
FREE Shuttle service beginning at 6am
Parking after Feb 11 is $1 per day
Student curbside parking around University perimeter
now available

41111Ei

SJSU faculty and staff may enter 7th Street Garage
via E. San Salvador ramp from 7am-10:30am
during first two weeks of semester
for further info call TPO at 408.924.6556 or
visit our webpag linked to www.sisu.rodu

Wrir

for information call

ALTRANS at
408.924.R1DE
Student Union liteln Level AS. Business Office 1:30-41.40

Sign up for the Student Combo Package4
at your local branch
and receive a free T-shirt!
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PHN: 408-924-3277
The SPARTAN DAILY
makes no claim for products or
services advertised below nor le
there any guarantee Implied. The
classified columns of the Spartan
Daily consist or pad advertising
and offerings are not approved or
verified by the newspaper.

EMPLOYMENT
General
ATTENTION SPARTANS:
Valet Parking Attendants Needed
Local valet company in search of
enthusiastic and hardworking
individuals to work daytime and
evenings. PT/FT, weekdays and
weekends available. We will work
around school schedule. Lots of
fun & earn between $8 $15/hour.
Call (408)867-7275.
DELIVERY DRIVERS -Now Hiring
Part-Time or Full -Time. Day or
Night. Earn $8 to $14 an hour.
Apply in person: PIZZA A GO GO,
117 E. San Carlos St.

FAX: 408-924-3282

RECEPTIONIST PT wkends/eves. TF.JCTBOOK Information Processor
Phones, light computer, flex hrs. Spartan Shops. Inc. Sari Jose State
Start $7-8/hr. SWYMCA 370-1877. University. Spartan Bookstore.
textbook dept. is seeking a bright,
SALES POSITION, PART-TIME. intelligent, energetic communicator
Quiet office. OK to study. Will train. as liaison with faculty for the
Downtown Sartiose. 800.7484556. acquisition of textbook adoptions.
Must be computer literate with (2)
MANAGER & SALES ASSOCIATES years of clencal customer service
Cap Factory at the Valley Fair Mall experience. Benefit package.
has immediate openings for a FT Ind: medical, dental, retirement.
Manager (will train) as well as FT Mon.-Fn. 8am-5pm. $21k-$25k.
& PT sales. We offer competitive Resume to: Spartan shops, Inc.
wages and flexible schedules. Call Assoc. Dir. Human Res. 1125 N.
Jon Steinberg at 800-2224LATS.
7th Street, San Jose, CA 95112.
FAX: 408924-1910.
ON-CAMPUS DELIVERY PERSON
NEEDED FOR THE SPARTAN DAILY NOW IS THE TIME for a new part
Start Immediately
time job, or paid internship for the
new year. Flexible hours available.
57.00/HR
Work lam to 9am on school days Cal Christi. 3601370.
delivering The Spartan Daily to
SECURITY
stands on campus and recycling
ABCOM PRIVATE SECURITY
any papers from the previous day.
MUST BE: *Dependable *Energetic We will train you. Student Friendly.
Able to lift bundles of newspapers F/T. P/T, Weekdays & Weekends.
Have CDL & clean DMV printout
Swing & Graveyard Shifts,
Flexible Schedule,
APPLY NOW: The Spartan Daily.
408.247-4827
Dwight Bentei Hall. Rm 203 or 209.

WANTED DRIVERS, F/T, P/T
Monday through Friday, good
schedules. Your vehicle with clean
DMV & acceptable insurance
coverage. If you like money,
ARAMARK / SAN JOSE ARENA independence & being around
Seeks P/T evening positions for: interesting people. call Gold Rush
Express, 408-292-7300. or visit
Merchandise lead $10.50/hr
Merchandise auditor $10.50/hr us at 706 E. Gish Rd. San Jose.
Ask for JR or Frank Sr. or Randy.
*Stand attendants $8.07/hr
Restaurant Host/ess & Bussers For "hustlers" the pay & benefits
caribeaaprisingly good.
FOOD SERVICE. ESPRESSO BAR, Please call Sean at 999-5832.
HOST. FT & PT available. Busy
DRIVING SCHOOL
411111WHE
WOffilliINIUDV10111011-,
family style restaurant in S’vale.
needs insturctors, part or full time
All shifts avail. Flex hrs. $9.25 to Alliance for Community Cam is a
Good Pay.
classroom.
leading
non-profit
provider
of
rrertai
in
car
or
start. Call Wendy @ 733-9331.
health services in the Santa Clara Company car. Over 18. HS Grad.
408.971-7557
Valley.
We
have
immediate
Moral
character.
SOCIAL SERVICES F/T & P/T
Entry level. Gain exp w/DD adults openings in the following areas:
CAPITOL FLEA MARKET now
Mental Health Aides
? M-F, 7-3. $1280-1600/mo. F/T.
hiring part-time Wknds & or Thurs.
Xint bene. P/T make your own Office Assistants
Flex hours. Advancement oppty.
Information Systems Assts
schedule. Call 800-6801070
Free movies. Apply in person
Public Relations Assistant
3630 Hillcap Ave. San Jose.
San Jose. Sunnyvale &
MARKETING REP - ON CALL
Palo Alto locations!
Film Advertising
Must have Federal Work Study RECEPTIONIST/000m Asst. PT.
Place Movie Posters in Stores.
Authorization through the Financial Xint people skills. Gd career starter.
Need Car/Camera
WIl San. Wee) rec. 408-739-3588.
Aide Office prior to inteMewing
$10-$12/hr + .214/mi
Call Nancy @ 408/254-6820x21.1
800852-6250
EOE
SWIM INSTR & LIFEGUARDS
wanted. Fun environment, close to
:. RECEPTIONIST, P/T OR F/T,
phones. It. clerical work, 10 mm. PART-T1ME WAITER/WAITRESS SJSU. Indoor & outdoor pools. Flex
Seeking
friendly,
energetic
individhours. Central YMCA 2981717x34.
. from SJSU. M-Th 9-5:30, Fri. 9-2.
ual to wait tables at a casual
Call Heather 9956425.
CROCODILE CAFE
Asian food restaurant in San Jose.
OFFICE ASSISTANT, 5-8 hrs/wk, If you are outgoing, service-oriented HAVE A CROC OF FUN! At the
and interested in earning cash Crocodile Cafe in Valley Fair Mall.
$9/hr. Misc. Clencal Work.
wages plus good tips and meals. Come join our talented team of
Call 408/453-2130.
please call us. Lunch shift hosts. food runners, bussers, and
, COMPUTER/NETWORK TECHS (approx. 11:00-2:00) & occasional servers. We’re always accepting
Compaq Computers. Hands-on weekends nights. Our restaurant applications. Please apply in
-Thurclay, 2- 5pm.
experience required w/networks, is located on Blossom Hill Rd., person Monday,
desktop & laptops. Install & con- just outside of Los Gatos. Easy 2855 Stevens Creek Blvd.
figure software & hardware com- access from #85 and #87. Call
THE OLD SPAHEITI FACTORY
ponents. Helpdesk - advanced for interview: 4083582525.
Now hiring for part time positions.
troubleshooting & problem solving.
We offer:
Build software images on laptops. UFEGUARD & Swim Instructors
PT school year. FT other. $15.12/hr. wanted. Fun Invironment. Flexible Flexible schedules, day or evening,
a great environment with
Contact Dick Sillan with resume @ hours. No expenence necessary.
excellent benefits.
Close to SJSU. People skills a
FAX: 408-323-5311
NO EXPERIENCE NEEDED!!
must. Monthly Lifeguard classes
E-MAIL: Rsillan@AOLcom
:
have
Central
We
car own training program!!
through
June.
Call
offered
PHN: 408-268-4378. Iv. msg.
YMCA (408) 298.1717x34 or visit We are looking for neat, bright. &
pecple
in the timing aeas:
energetic
SEEKING PART-TIME NANNY 1717 The Alameda, San Jose.
Food Server 121 or older please),
Flexible, afternoon hours. 15 - 25
hrs/wk. Great pay. Non-smoker. EGG DONORS NEEDED? All races. Hostess. Busser. & Kitchen Help.
Apply in person
Los Gatos home. 408-3990022. Ages 21-30. Compensation 55.000.
OPTIONS National Fertility Registry. 2pm to 4pm. Monday thru Fnday
1-800 886 9373
51 N. San Pedro. San Jose.
THERAPIST POSITION to work
www.fertilityoptions.com
with Autistic Children. Must be
within 12 mo. from a BA in Psych.
Child Dev, MFCC, etc. Own trans,
various locations, 1 yr commitment req. Ph: 408/280-1112.
Fax: 408/2801113.
PT DATA ENTRY CLERK
Downtown nonprofit seeks
detail-oriented Data Entry Clerk.
$9/hour, 20 hours/week, flex.
Type 45 WPM, PC skills. Apply by
Feb 4. FAX: 408-279-7562.
Mail: Next Door Solutions,
1181. N. 4th St. Suite A.
San Jose, CA 95112

PALO ALTO HIU3 CC &vim Team
Positions Available:
Head / Diving Coaches
Two Assistant Coaches
May- July
For info Call: (650) 948.1800
or Fax Resume: (650) 948-9532
51,0005 WEEKLYII Stuff
envelopes at home for $2 each
plus bonuses. F/T. P/T/ Make
$800+ weekly. guaranteed!
Free supplies. For details.
send 1. stamp to: N-28. PMB 552.
1.2021 Wilshire Bl.
Los Angeles, CA 90025
$1500 WEEKLY POTENTIAL
mailing our circulars. Free
information. Call 202-452-5901.

EDITORIAL ASSISTANT, PT
Knowledge of Access a plus.
Close to campus. Send resume
to editorOrpinet.com.

For Part-Time and
Full-Time Positions, call
HALLMARK PERSONNEL
Fast placement, no fees
Office jobs in local companies
Students/grads/career change
Temp/Temp4o-Hire/Direct Hire
San Jose to San Mateo
Phone: (650) 325-1133
Fax: (650) 3253639
wyne.hallmarkpersonnelcom
WANTED 29 PEOPtE
to get 5$ PAID $E
to lose up to 30 lbs.
in the next 30 days.
Natural. Guaranteed.
Call (408) 793-5256
RETAIL SALES ASSOCIATE, PT
Flex hours. Will train. Install watch
batteries, adjust bands, cashier.
etc. $7/hr to start. Pick up application at the watch repair dept at
Sears Vallco, Cupertino. If faxing
resume. call 864-6665 for fax #.

TUTOR NEEDED FOR 12 YR OLD.
Milpitas area, 3 - 5 hours/week.
Reading& Math. $10/hr.
Home: 408/262-1296
Work: 408/2783536

GREEK MESSAGES
START YOUR OWN FRATERNITY!
Zeta Beta Tau is looking for men to
start a new Chapter. If you are
interested in academic success, a
chance to nethork & to ocpty to male
friends in a non-pledging brotherhood, email: zbt@zbtnationatorg or
call John Stemen at 317-334-1898.

BEAUTY / HEALTH

MEN & WOMEN
PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL.
waxing, tweezing
shaving,
Stop
or using chemicals. Let us
permanently remove your
unwanted hair. Back Chest Lip
Bikini - Chin - Tummy etc.
ROOM FOR RENT Female Students
Room and board $475/mo. $100 Students & faculty receive 15%
deposit. Walk to SJSU. Contact discount. First appt. 1/2 price if
made before 5/31/00.
Gayle 287-2139.
Hair Today Gone Tomorrow,
621 E. Campbell Ave. #17. Cmbl.
WORD PROCESSING
(408) 379-3500.

ACTION DAY NURSERY/PRIMARY
PLUS seeking Infant, Toddler, and
Resded Teachers and lades. Fir &
P/T positions available. Substitute
positions are also available that
offer flexible hours. ECE units are
MATH TUTOR for High School required for teacher positions but
SOCIAL SERVICES Part-time Student. Flexible hours. Call not required for Aide positions.
(8-25hours/week) positions avail- Mrs. Taylor, 408-360-1370. AM or Excellent opportunity for Child PROFESSIONAL Word Processing
INSURANCE
Development majors. Please call Theses, Term Papers, Resumes,
able with youth serving agency. 408-226-5826.
Cathy for interview at 244-1968 or
GravProjects, etc.
Opportunities include gang prevenAUTO INSURANCE
fax resume to 2487350.
All formats, specializing in APA.
TUTOR POSITION
tion specialist, after school coordiCampus Insurance Service
Miao/rnini tapetranscnption. Fax.
nator (at-nsk middle school), data
to teach a child who has
Experienced, dependable,
Special Student Programs
language & social skill delay.
TEACHERS, AIDES and SUBS
entry and admin support. Bilingual
quick retum.
Serving SJSU for 20 years
Spanish a plus. Salary $8 . $12 an Training will be provided. S12/hr. NEEDED! Enjoy working with kids?
"Great Rates for Good Drivers"
Call Linda 408-264-4504.
Call Kim (408) 263-9218.
Join the team at Small World
hour. Resume and cover letter to
Schools and get great experience
’Good Rates for Non-Good Drivers"
Girt Scouts of Santa Clara County SPECIAL DISCOUNTS:
Dept. MM, 1310 S. Bascom Ave.. P/T TUTOR POSITIONS AVAIL working with kids ages 5 - 12.
ANNOUNCEMENTS
"Good Students" "Educators"
San Jose, CA 95128 or E-mail: Tutor children (ages 38) w/autism. SMALL WORLD SCHOOLS offers
competitive pay, benefits for FT.
’Engneers" "Scientists"
personnelegidscoutsofscc.org or Wit train. S12/hr. 408-937-9580.
excellent training. and a fun work Golden West Student Dental Plan
CALL TODAY 296-5270
Fax (408)287-8025. AA/EOE
FREE QUOTE
Only $57.00 per year.
EXPERIENCED TUTORS NEEDED environment. F T and PT availNO HASSLE
ENTERTAINERS. Fun Science for Math, Sci. etc. Jr. High & H.S. able. Call 408/244164.4
Save 3Q4c_60%
NO OBLIGATION
.
’tifft,etureartiO Meads.
programs. Need refrable car & Mon. - Fn. 3pm-8pm. $1,000 cash
For info call 1-800-6553225.
Also open Saturdays 9-2.
exper. w/kids. Excellent pay! Will per mo. Ms. Scott, 408/2555247. DIRECTORS, ASST. DIRECTORS,
TEACHERS, & AIDES
train. Mad Science 408/262-5437.
Thinking about a career working
EMPLOYMENT
with children? The YMCA of Santa
WANTED! PT & FT STAFF that
Clara Valley is now hiring
want to have fun working for the
Preschool Teachers & After-School
YMCA w/school age children. Good Education/Schools
Recreation Leaders for our Child
pay, flexible hours, good benefits.
CHILD DEVELOPMENT INC. Care Centers throughout San Jose.
Call 408-257-7160 ext. 18.
Cupertino. Santa Clara, Los Gatos,
offers positions for:
Saratoga. Campbell, Evergreen,
TELEMARKETING Part/Full-Time Directors Assistant Directors
Milpitas & Benyessa. Full & partNewspaper Subscriptions. Hourly
Teachers Teacher Aides
time
positions avail. Hours flexible
+ bonus. Weekend shifts avail. 5 FT & PT opportunities available
blocks from SJSU. tear light rail. working with infant/toddler, around school. Fun staff teams,
Media Promotions 408-494-0200. preschool & school age children. great experience in working with
CDI/CDC offers a competitive children, career advancement.
PSYCHOLOGY & OTHER Mailers: salary. excellent benefits package and good training opportunities.
ACROSS
PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED
HOPE Rehabilitation Services, to FT & PT employees and an Teal Itlb require minimum 6 units in
1 Prepares to fish
a non-profit agency which offers a enriching work environment. For ECE. Educ, Rec, Psych, Soc, Phys
6 Actor Jennings
variety of quality services for indi- positions avail at our centers in: Ed &/or other related fields. Please 10 infant
DIMINO UMMUU MOM
viduals who have developmental San Jose, Sunnyvale, Los Altos, call Beth Profio at 408-291-8894 14 Shakespeare’s
MOMOO MUM MOO
forest
disabilities, has part & full time Campbell, Saratoga, Cupertino, for information & locations or fax
UMW@ MUUMUOMMM
15 Kinks’ hit song
employment opportunities.
Morgan Hill & Redwood City your resume to 408-298-0143.
cal (408)371-990) cf
16 Cracker
If you are interested in living
MEIMMO
MOM MUMM
accompaniment
with a developmentally disabled fia resumes to (408) 371-7685
AUTISM TEACHING ASSISTANTS
OUICIUM MMOMMOID
Part-time / Flexible hours.
17 Large
individual in exchange for rent: or
e-mail: janderson@cdicdc.org
OMUMO
WOMB@
instrument
Training provided. $10/hour.
assisting someone during the For more info about CDI/CDC &
MOWER MUM MMID
18 Diving birds
408.723-1625
week with daily living skills such qualifications. call our 24 Hour
UMBRA OMMUM MUM
19 To boot
as grocery shopping ($10/hr) call Jobline 8 1-888-9-CDICDC. EOE
FRENCH AMERICAN BIUNGUAL 20 Barn areas
WM111 MORO WHOM
Shannon at 408/282-041.0.
PRIVATE SCHOOL in Sunnyvale 22 Narrow channel
If you would like information
TEACHERS INSTRUCTORS
BOOM MOOLIMM
of water
about the FT, benefited positions P/T Instructors Elem. Schools. now hiring for Fall 2000. for
UOMMOMO MOM
of job coach and instructor (day Degree / Credential NOT Requited. American Program. Grades K-5 24 Alphabet enders
MUM@ MMM
MOM
activity, work activity Or senior Opportunity for leaching exp. Need Teachers- 2 years Experience + 25 Medicine OMUMOMOMO MUMMIA
cabinet item
center program) or PT substitute Car. 5ffiA:14081 287-4170 ext. 408. Teaching Cred. $30.030- 40,000+
RIMU OWE= MMMOIM
Excellent Conditions, All Positions, 26 Wet
positions in various programs EOE/AAE
Full Benefits, Fax Resumes/ 30 Not odd
)89/hr) call Valerie in HR at
MOM MOWNICI MOMMU
WANT TO EARN EXTRA MONEY Inquiries to 408-735-8619 or 32 Traditional
408/7482890.
01999nron.IFemilreSynnceo
knowledge
fassvalassvorg
We have flexibility to work
& LOVE CHILDREN??
31 Conceited
DOWN
33 Spanish house
TOP PAY!
around a student schedule for the
34 Finds sums
1 The Well TEACHERS/AIDES/LEADERS 35 Oklahoma oil
PT work & are located close to
Immediate temp/perm
36 Press
Tempered
town
Los Gatos -Saratoga Rec, Dept
SJSU. FT positions come with
substitute positions as
Wrinkle
37
Clavier"
Licorice-like
40
Elementary School Age Recreation
excellent benefits. This is a good
TEACHERS or ASSISTANTS
38 Actor Connery
composer
flavoring
prog. P/T hrs. 2-6pm. M-F. A few
opportunity to get practical experiat After School Programs,
Cinema canine
39
Vicinity
2
42
Piano keys
positions avail aperrox 7am-llam.
ence in the field & work with a
Day Care Centers. Etc.
41 Actor Albert
3 Lazily
XInt salary, no ECE units req. 44 Bland
great group of clients & staff. All
(408) 866-8550
43
Suit parts
4
Tattle
Call Janet 354-8700 x223.
45 Desert feature
majors welcome.
46 Kiev’s locale
5 Take a nap
47 Pesky insect
49
Seventh
happy
Make
6
48 Twilight stage
planet
7 Elegant
50 Singer Easton
51
Mooring
rope
desserts
52 Damage
52 Holy pictures
8 Sort
56 Ms Rudner
53
"Notting
Hill,"
gini
9 Highland
58 Eye part
NATIONAL /AGENCY RATES CALI, 408-924-3277
_F OR N
e.g
10 Facial hair
59 Responded
54 - tag
11 Ike’s opponent
64 Roman poet
55 Alpaca habitat
12 Sink
65 Hit the - on the
including letters, numbers, punctuation & spaces between words.
57 Spouse’s
13 Overact
head
parent
21 Cat burglars
67 Alarm
60
Beige
need
68 Genial
61 South African
23 Lone Ranger’s
69 Radius
monetary
unit
sidekick
companion
62 A Great Lake
26 Certain
70 Tennessee
63 Forest
European
- Ford
ruminant
27 A Chaplin
71 Notices
66 C umber’s
28 Tr ckle
72 Gush (out)
challenge
partner
29
Li
cy’s
polite
73 Less
NATIVE RUSSIAN SPEAKER
SJSU History Prof. seeks native
speaker for 3 hours conversation
per week, on campus. $10/hr.
Dr Michael Boll 924-5514.

CHECK
REALITY

Daily

ROSS WORD

DAILY CLASSIFIED - LOCAL RATES
Print your ad here. Line is 30 spaces,
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Ad Rates: 3 -line
One
Two
Day
Days
$S
3 lines
$7

Name

minimum
Three
Days
$9

Four
Days
$11

Five
Days
$13

Addnu
City it Stara

Rate increases $2 for each additional line per ad.
Rate increases $2 for each additional day.
-",,rdsements In
these columns may refer the
reader to specific telephone
for
numbers or addr
additional Information.
ClassMed readers should be
reminded that, when making
in... further contacts, they
should require complete
Information before sending
money for goods or services.
In addition, readers should
oansfully kwestigatif al firms
offering empiornent NstInp
ocoupons for discount
vocations or mercheind I rm.

EARLY CHILDHOOD TEACHERS
At Bnght Honzons. we are seeking
talented and caring child care
professionals to join our growing
network of Family Centers. FT
opportunities with Infants Preschool, S/A & Subs. We
offer competitive salaries and an
excellent benefit package to
include tuition reimbursement.
Join us in working with tomorrow’s
leaders at our state of the art
facilities where children as well as
careers flourish. Call Toll Free
INSTRUCTIONAL AIDES Spec. Ed 877-336.3596.
& Regular Class $8.60-811.52 hr. www.brighthorizons.com
Saratoga School District.
Ca 867-3424604 for application
& information. Immediate Need.
SHARED HOUSING

DAYCARE TEACHERS.
SECURITY- ACUFACTS INC.
K-8 school seeks responsible
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
Great for Students! F/T or P/T. All individuals for extended daycare.
Shifts. Security Officers, Mobile P/T n the afternoon. No ECE units
Patrol Officers. Top Pay With Many required. Previous expenence with
children preferred. Please call
Benefits! Call 408-286-5880 or
244-1968x 16
apply, in person, 7am to 7pm. 7 days
a week. 555D Meridian Ave. SJ.
SOUTHWEST YMCA is hiring
Preschool & School Age Asst.
Directors, Teachers and Aides.
EMPLOYMENT
PT & FT with excellent benefits
370-1877 x 29.
Call
Tutors

Friesseira_Dscomm

20 + consecutive issues. receive 10% oil
40 + consecutive issues: receive 20% off
50 . consecutive issues receive 25% off
Local rates apply to Santa Clara County advertisers
and SJSU students, staff I faculty.
First line in bold kir no extra charge up to 25 spaces.
Addrbortal words may be set in bold type at a per ad
charge of $3 per word.

Sendcheckormoney order lo. (No Credit Cards Accepted)
Spartan Daily Classifieds
Ss Jose State University
SenJose,CA 95182-0149
riarisrfied desk is located in Dwight Bentel Hall, Room 209
In Deadline: 10:00 am two weekdays before publication.
MINI ads are prepaid. No refunds on canceled ads.
Rates for consecutive publication dates only.
QUESTIONS? CALL (406)924-3277

Please check
one classification:
Lost and Found’
Announcements
Campus Clubs
Greek Messages
Events
Volunteers
For Sale
Autos For Sale
Electronics
Wanted
Employment
Opportunities

Rental Housing
Shared Housng
Real Estate
Services
Health/Beauty
Sports/Thrills
Insurance
Entertainment
Travel
Tutonng
Word Processing
Scholarships

SJSU STUDENT RATE: 25% OFF. Rate applies to private party ads only, no discount for other persons or businesses
Ads must be placed in person in DBH 209 from 10am to 3pm. STUDENT ID REQUIRED.

* Lost Si Found

ads are offered free as a service to the campus community.
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State
of the
County
excerpts

Serving Santa Clara County:

"Be responsive, be accountable, make a difference."
On his platform style:

"My issues aren’t always
fancy or exciting, but they’re
consistent."
Closing remark:

"Remember the good you do
today, people will often forget
tomorrow. Do good anyway."

Speech
continued from pogel

delivered the State of the County speech in
his signature style, managing to stay within
the allotted time, something he said would be
a challenge.
After the speech, which ran about an hour,
Marylou Fitzpatrick, a senior management
analyst in the County Executive’s Office, said
Gage really demonstrated his closeness to the
people.
"And he managed to stay on time,"
Fitzpatrick said.
Gage illustrated his management philosophy with personal accounts showing how his
approach is making a palpable difference in
the lives of county residents.
After each story about county employees
answering the need of Santa Clara county
residents, Gage had the subjects of those
accounts stand up and be recognized to warm
applause.
In a moving tribute, Gage praised employees of the Valley Medical Center for rallying
behind Ranjana Kulkarni, a Cupertino mother of two who was paralyzed from the neck
down in 1998.
Kulkarni needed a special, mouth-operated
wheelchair that cost $3,470 in order to leave
the hospital for a nursing home.
"When Medi-Cal refused to pay for the
wheelchair, the employees at VMC did what
many county employees do every day: They

stretched further, they gave more and together collected the $3,470 to help purchase the
wheelchair," Gage said.
Gage said one consequence of relaying such
stories is that his phone would ring off the
hook the next day.
"Employees will call, saying: ’If you think
that was something, you should hear about
what we did in our department,- he said.
Gage lavishly thanked his family, co-workers and fellow supervisors Blanca Alvarado,
Joe Simitian and Jim Beall.
Jamie
McLeod,
director
of the
International Rescue Committee a refugee
resettlement and immigration service just
back from a stint in Bosnia and Kosovo, said
it is great to work in a county with so much
involvement.
"I’m not sure if Santa Clara county’s government works as well as it does because of
Silicon Valley or in spite of it," McLeod said.
Gage wrapped up his State of the County
address on a humble note.
"Remember the good you do today people
will often forget tomorrow. Do good anyway,"
he said.
Former county supervisor Sig Sanchez said
Gage wouldn’t shake things up in the county
even with his proposed widening
of
Highway 101. Gage promised to bring light
rail to all areas of the county, provide more
trains to commuters and add two more lanes
to Highway 101.
"The rest of the state looks up to this county, and Don (Gage) will keep it that way,"
Sanchez said.

No exit

Flight recorders could explain Monday’s jet crash
(API
OXNARD
Investigators, trying to learn what
sent an Alaska Airlines jet with 88
people into the Pacific Ocean,
recovered four bodies and heard
pinging underwater, apparently
from the aircraft’s flight recorders.
Information from the so-called
"black boxes" could provide key
clues to the Monday crash of the
MD-83 jetliner about 10 miles off
the Southern California coast.
Flight 261 from Puerto
Vallarta, Mexico, to San Francisco
and Seattle hit the water 40 miles
northwest of Los Angeles
International Airport at 4:36 p.m.
Monday in what a witness

described as a nose dive. The
weather was clear at the time.
The position of the pinging was
pinpointed by a U.S. Navy underwater demolition team that joined
in the search effort last night, said
Coast Guard Adm. Tom Collins.
"This is a prime lead and a
prime finding that will be followed," Collins told a news conference today.
Coast Guard ships, Navy vessels and aircraft combed the area
today for debris that could help
explain what caused the MD-83
jetliner to crash. Before daylight, a
10-member team from the
National Transportation Safety

Board in Washington arrived at
the scene to take over the investigation.
No survivors had been found.
Four bodies one adult male, two
adult females and an infant
had been pulled from the choppy
water along with a dozen boxes of
debris. The search for survivors
would continue, but the cold, 58degree water made it a race
against time, Collins said.
"This is still a search for human
life," Collins said during a news
conference. "... The challenge is
time; as time ticks off, risks go up."
Near the breakwater at the
entrance of Port Hueneme, where

the search effort was based, a local
artist known only as Dave erected
a seven-foot wooden cross festooned with flowers. A white plastic angel sat at the base with a
candle blowing in a jar.
Some local residents walking
the beach stopped and bowed their
heads in prayer. From the site
they could see search aircraft
patroling offshore above the crash
area.
"They just stand for a while
with their own thoughts. It’s tragic," said Neal Silverman, 47, a new
homeowner who moved into his
beach house just a week ago.

Karla Goebel / Spartan Daily

A San Jose Police Department horse stands in front of the
San Jose Repertory Theatre with what could be a serious dilemma. Either the horse is unable to carry a police officer, or, well,
it can’t perform a certain bodily function. Unfortunately, the
horse declined to comment.

Everybody Scores!
REGISTER WITH MYBYTES.COM AND SCORE BIG!
GET A FREE SONIC ABYSS
MULTIMEDIA CD AND
AUTOMATICALLY BE ENTERED INTO OUR
SCORE BIG, SCORE OFTEN SWEEPSTAKES.

$corEBIG
ScowUt-TEN
Sweepstaes

YOU COULD WIN
AN INSTANT PRIZE!
PLUS, YOU’LL HAVE A CHANCE AT

$100,000

TOWARDS

YOUR COLLEGE EDUCATION.
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